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Abstrat
Theoretial analysis is presented on quantum state evolution of polarization light waves at frequenies ωo
and ωe in a periodially poled nonlinear rystal (PPNC). It is shown that the varianes of all the four Stokes
parameters an be squeezed.
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1 Introdution
During the last deade muh attention has been paid to the realization of quantum information protools [1℄
suh as quantum teleportation, quantum ryptography. These protools are based on the methods of nonlinear
quantum optis. Nonlinear optial soures [2℄ play an important role in the generation of nonlassial states
of light [3℄ and realization of optial quantum information protools. The nonlinear optial proesses suh as
degenerate parametri down onversion (type I and II proesses) [2,3℄ and the Kerr eet [2,3℄ are used to
reate nonlassial states of light (squeezed states, polarization squeezed states and entangled states). The
variane of one of the four Stokes parameters of polarization squeezed light is less than the orresponding
value for the oherent state. Traditionally the degenerate parametri proess (type II) and the Kerr eet
are responsible for the generation of polarization squeezed states or polarization entangled states in ordinary
nonlinear rystals. One an ahieve suppression of varianes of at least one of the Stokes parameters [5-9℄
(Sˆ0, Sˆ1, Sˆ2, Sˆ3) in the type II proess by using ordinary nonlinear rystal. Most of the quantum information
protools are based on type II proess [1℄ and Kerr eet, whih are used to generate entangled states. The
entangled states are used in the realization of quantum teleporation and quantum ryptography protools.
Experiments on quantum teleportation and quantum ryptography are performed by using ordinary nonlinear
optial rystals with seond and third order nonlinear suseptibilities. In the past few years, some experiments
in the reation and realization of nonlassial and entangled states are performed by using PPNCs with seond
order nonlinear suseptibilities. The PPNCs [10,11℄, whih have many interesting advantages as ompared to
ordinary nonlinear rystals were proposed by Bloembergen and o-authors in 1962. The main advantages of
PPNCs against ordinary nonlinear rystals are: the quasi-phase-mathing ondition between the interating
waves; the highest nonlinear suseptibility oeient an be used; multi-mode interation of optial waves.
Reent experiments on quantum noise redution [12,13℄ and the generation of entangled states [14℄ promising
the appliations of PPNCs in the realization of optial quantum information protools. These experiments were
based on type I and II proesses. It should be noted that the parametri down onversion (type I) and frequeny
sum generation proesses have been studied theoretially [see for instane, [4℄ and the referenes therein℄ and
experimentally [12-15℄ very well. In a PPNC, the possibilities of type II proess is muh more ompliated as
ompared to ordinary nonlinear rystals. The type II proess in PPNC an be aompanied by three other
nonlinear proesses [4℄. All these nonlinear proesses an be quasi-phase-mathed at ertain oherent lengths
[4℄. Here we will study the generation of polarization squeezed states based on type II proesses in PPNC with
seond order nonlinear suseptibility.
The main goal of this work is to show that PPNCs an suppress all the four varianes of Stokes parameters
below the standard quantum limit. The theoretial work that we present here is the rst, to the best of our
knowledge, to propose PPNCs for the generation of polarization squeezed light.
The struture of the paper is as follows. Setion 2 desribes the optial nonlinear proesses and their
Heisenberg equations of motions. Setion 3 studies the behaviour of mean photon numbers of degenerate
polarization (orthogonal) modes at frequenies ωo and ωe. Setion 4 analyzes the varianes of Stokes parameters.
The nal setion summarizes the results obtained in setions 3 and 4.
1
2 Equations of motions
We onsider the ve-frequeny interation of o-propagating light waves in a PPNC (see Fig.1). The four
interation proesses of light waves at frequenies ωo, ωe, 2ωe, 3ωe, and 4ωo are [4℄
ωo + ωe = 2ωe,
δk1 = k2e − k1o − k1e +m1G1 = ∆k1 +m1G1, (1)
ωo + 2ωe = 3ωe,
δk2 = k3e − k1o − k2e +m2G2 = ∆k2 +m2G2, (2)
ωe + 3ωe = 4ωo,
δk3 = k4e − k1e − k3e +m3G3 = ∆k3 +m3G3, (3)
2ωe + 2ωe = 4ωo,
δk4 = k4e − 2k2e +m4G4 = ∆k4 +m4G4, (4)
where ∆kj=1,2,3,4 is a phase mismath for an ordinary nonlinear bulk rystal; kjn is a wave number of interating
modes (n = o stands for ordinary and n = e for extraordinary); Gj = 2piΛ
−1
j is the modulus of the vetor of a
reiproal lattie with period Λj ; mj = ±1,±3, . . ., is the quasi-phase-mathed order.
The nonlinear proess (1) desribes the splitting of a photon of frequeny 2ωe into two photons of orthogonal
polarizations with degenerate frequenies ωo and ωe. The seond proess (2) desribes the sum frequeny
generation, i.e. photon of frequeny 2ωe ombines with the photon of frequeny ωo, whih gives rise to a photon
of frequeny 3ωe. The third (3) and fourth (4) proesses are responsible for the generation of the fourth harmoni
with two dierent ways, i.e. a photon of frequeny ωe and a photon of frequeny 3ωe ombine, and a photon
with frequeny 4ωo appears as a result or the same an be ahieved by the ombination of two photons with
frequenies 2ωe.
It has been shown that the nonlinear proesses (1-4) an be simultaneously quasi-phase-mathed [4℄ in a
single domain struture (G1 = G2 = G3 = G4) or at ertain oherent lengths L
j
coh. The proesses (1-4) under




















where h¯ is Plank's onstant, aˆjn(aˆ
+
jn) is the annihilation (reation) operator of photon of jnth mode at frequeny
jωn; ξj is the nonlinear oupling oeient; g(z) is the periodi funtion equal to +1 or −1 at the domain
thikness l = Λ/2; HC denotes Hermitian onjugate. The operators aˆjn(aˆ
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pn] = δjn,pn, with j, p = 1, 2, 3, 4 (7)
The interation Hamiltonian (6) an be averaged over the period Λ, if the interation length z is muh more


















g(z) exp (±i∆kjz) = 2ξj/(pimj).




































2e + γ3aˆ1eaˆ3e. (9)
2
Assuming the pump modes at frequenies ω2e, ω4o are lassial and non-depleted at the input of a PPNC, i.e.
aˆ2e = A2e, (10)
aˆ4o = A4o, (11)
where A2e,4o = e
ipi/2
are the omplex amplitudes of the pump modes, we obtain the following linear system of
equations, after the substitution of quantities (10) and (11) into (9):
daˆ1o
dz












= γ2aˆ1o + γ3aˆ
+
1e. (12)
For simpliity, we introdue a normalized interation length parameter ζ
ζ = zγ1. (13)
















= k2aˆ1o + k1aˆ
+
1e. (14)
where k1 = γ3/γ1 and k2 = γ2/γ1. The set of linear equations (14) is solved by applying the Laplae transfor-
mation:





1o + λ22(ζ)aˆ1e + λ23(ζ)aˆ
+
3e,
aˆ3e(ζ) = λ31(ζ)aˆ1o + λ32(ζ)aˆ
+
1e + λ33(ζ)aˆ3e. (15)
where aˆjn = aˆjn(0) and
q =
√






(−k21 cosh qζ + q
















(k22 cosh qζ + q
















(1 + q2 cosh qζ − cosh qζ). (16)
If k1 = k2 = 0, then the solution (15) orresponds to the onventional degenerate parametri down onversion
proess (type II) [3℄. Using (15) we an alulate the statistial properties of interating modes with frequenies
ωo, ωe, 3ωe at normalized interation length ζ.
3
3 Evolution of mean photon numbers
The evolution of mean photon number of degenerate polarization modes at frequenies ωo and ωe in a PPNC
are alulated by using (15) for the following initial onditions at the input of the PPNC: the two orthogonal
modes are in polarized oherent states |α1o >, |α1e >, α1o,e = |α1o,e|e
iφ1o,e
, where |α1o,1e| =
√
< N1o,e(0) >
and the wave at frequeny 3ωe is in the vauum state |0 >
< Nˆ1o,e(ζ) >=< α1o| < α1e| < 0|aˆ
+
1o,e(ζ)aˆ1o,e(ζ)|0 > |α1e > |α1o > (17)
The expressions for mean photons (17) are




















It is well known that the parametri down onversion proess (type II) depends upon the initial phases φ1o,e of
the polarized (orthogonal) oherent states. The values of mean photon numbers (18) and (19) depend upon the
sum of initial phases, i.e. φ1o + φ1e. Under the ondition φ1o + φ1e = 2pis, the mean photon numbers (18) and
(19) start inreasing rapidly with the growth of interation length ζ, under the ondition φ1o + φ1e = pis, they
start dereasing and then monotnially inreasing (see Fig. 2) and s = ±1,±2, . . . .
Fig. 2 demonstrates the dependene of mean photon numbers < N1o > and < N1e > on the normalized
interation length under the ondition φ1o + φ1e = pi. It is seen that the behaviour of mean photon numbers at
frequenies ωo (urve 1) and ωe (urve 2) are quiet dierent from the evolution of the mean photon number for
the ase of parametri down onversion (type II) in an ordinary nonlinear rystal. The mean photon number
(urve 3) for the ase of an ordinary nonlinear rystal is alulated by putting k1 = k2 = 0 into the expressions
(18) and (19) under the same initial onditions.
The dierene between the evolutions of mean photon numbers (18) (urve 1) and (19) (urve 2) illustrated
in Fig. 2 is related with the interation proess (2), whih is responsible for the sum harmoni generation,
i.e, photon of frequeny ωo ombines with the photon of pump frequeny 2ωe, whih gives rise to photon with
frequeny 3ωe. This an be easily seen by evaluating the mean photon numbers < N3e(ζ) > using (15) under
the same initial onditions









The urve (4) of Fig.2 illustrates the growth of the mean photon number < N3e > as the normalized interation
length inreases.
At earlier stages (normalized interation length ζ ≈ 0 ÷ 0.4), the mean photon number of frequeny ωe
dereases (see Fig. 2, (urve 2)) and later starts inreasing monotonially. The dereasing of mean photon
number < N1e > is onneted with the nonlinear proess (3), whih is responsible for the sum harmoni
generation at frequeny 4ωo and is realized by the ombination of photons with frequenies ωe and 3ωe. The
fourth harmoni generation proess (3) is ompliated as ompared to (1) and (2). So, the interation proess
(3) starts ating at later stages of interation as ompared to the interation proess (2).
The alulations of photon varianes < ∆N21o,e(ζ) > of polarization modes with frequenies ωo and ωe have
shown that they are super-Poissonian [3℄. The same an be seen in the ordinary parametri down onversion
proess (type II) in ordinary nonlinear rystals by putting the nonlinear oupling oeients k1, k2 equal to 0
in the expressions (16) and substituting aˆ3(0) = 0 into the solution (15).
4 Stokes parameters






















The Stokes parameters (21) obey the ommutation relations of the SU(2) algebra [8℄
[Sˆ0(ζ), Sˆ1,2,3(ζ)] = 0; [Sˆ1(ζ), Sˆ2(ζ)] = 2iSˆ3(ζ);
[Sˆ2(ζ), Sˆ3(ζ)] = 2iSˆ1(ζ); [Sˆ3(ζ), Sˆ1(ζ)] = 2iSˆ2(ζ). (22)
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The Heisenberg unertainty relation for the Stokes parameters (21) is given by [8℄
< △Sˆ2i (ζ) >< △Sˆ
2
j (ζ) >≥ | < Sˆk > |
2, (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3)(i 6= j 6= k).
Sˆ0,1(ζ) = p0±(ζ) + p1±(ζ)aˆ
+
































































p4±(ζ) = λ11(ζ)λ13(ζ)± λ21(ζ)λ23(ζ),







q1(ζ) = λ13(ζ)λ22(ζ) + λ12(ζ)λ23(ζ),
q2(ζ) = λ12(ζ)λ22(ζ),
q3(ζ) = λ13(ζ)λ21(ζ) + λ11(ζ)λ23(ζ),
q4(ζ) = λ12(ζ)λ21(ζ) + λ11(ζ)λ22(ζ),
q5(ζ) = λ11(ζ)λ21(ζ). (25)
Further for simpliity and learness, we will write pj(ζ)(j=0,1,2,3,4,5,6) as pj and qj(ζ)(j=0,1,2,3,4,5) as qj . The
expressions for the varianes of the Stokes parameters (23) and (24) beome very lengthy. So, we write down the
expressions of varianes for the Stokes parameter Sˆj(ζ) under the same initial onditions applied for expressions
(17)-(20)
< △Sˆ2j (ζ) >=< Sˆ
2
j (ζ) > − < Sˆj(ζ) >
2, (j = 0, 1, 2, 3) (26)
The varianes of Stokes parameters (26) are normalized by dividing them by the variane of the Stoke's parameter
Sˆ0(0), i.e.
Vj(ζ) =
< △Sˆ2j (ζ) >
< ∆Sˆ20(0) >
, (27)
where < ∆Sˆ20(0) >= |α1o|
2 + |α1e|
2
. For the ase of oherent light, the relative varianes (27) take values 1. If
at least one of the relative varianes (27) takes value less than 1, the light is said polarization squeezed. The

















4 + 2(p2±p4± + 2p0±p5± + p3±p5± + p5±p6±)|α1o||α1e| cos(φ1o + φ1e)
+4p3±p5±|α1o||α1e|




2 cos 2(φ1o + φ1e)
+(p24± + p
2
5± + 2p0±p6± + p
2
6±)|α1o|






























2 + 2q22 |α1e|
4
+2(q1q3 + 2q2q4 + 2q4q5)|α1o||α1e| cos (φ1o + φ1e) + 4q2q4|α1o||α1e|
3 cos (φ1o + φ1e)± 4q2q4|α1o||α1e|
3 cos (φ1o − 3φ1e)
+4q2q5|α1o|
2|α1e|




2 cos (2φ1o − 2φ1e)± 4q4q5|α1o|
3|α1e| cos (3φ1o − φ1e)
±2q25 |α1o|
4 cos (4φ1o) + 4q4q5|α1o|







2 + 2q24 |α1o|
2|α1e|
2 + 2q25 |α1o|
4
−(i0,1[q2|α1e|
2{ei2φ1e ± e−i2φ1e}+ q4|α1o||α1e|{e
iφ1o−iφ1e ± e−iφ1o+iφ1e}+ q5|α1o|
2{ei2φ1o ± e−i2φ1o}])2]. (29)
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Under the onditions φ1o + φ1e = pi and k1 < k2 expressions (28) and (29) beome more favorable for the
generation of polarization squeezed light and are evaluated for dierent initial mean photon numbers in polarized
oherent states. The Fig. 3-5 demonstrate the evolution of expressions (28) and (29) as funtions of the
normalized interation length ζ. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the relative varianes of Stokes parameters Sˆ0,2 and
Sˆ1 and simulate the spontaneous parametri down onversion proess, i.e. when the photons with frequenies
ωo and ωe at the input of the PPNC are eah having mean single photons |α1o,e|
2 = 1 in their orthogonal
oherent states. Fig 3. shows that the varianes of the Stokes parameters Sˆ0,2 start with the sub-Poissonian [3℄
statistis and later ζ > 0.45 beome super-Poissonian. The evolution of the varianes of the Stokes parameters
Sˆ2 and Sˆ3 are almost the same. So, that is why we are not demonstrating the variane of Sˆ3. Moreover, the
varianes of the Stokes parameters Sˆ0,2,3 do not dier from the same varianes of the Stokes parameters for an
ordinary nonlinear rystal. The latter one an be seen by putting the values of nonlinear oupling oeients
k1, k2 equal to 0 in the expressions (16) and substituting aˆ3e(0) = 0 into (15).
The variane of the Stoke's parameter Sˆ1 is more interesting due to its sub-Poissonian statistis, whih is
shown in Fig. 4. It should be noted that the variane of Stoke's parameter Sˆ1 for parametri down onversion
proess (type II) in an ordinary nonlinear rystal is super-Poissonian. The latter an be heked by putting the
values of k1 = k2 = 0 in the expressions (16) and substituting aˆ3e(0) = 0 into (15). So, the PPNC an suppress
varianes of the Stokes parameters Sˆ0,1,2 under ertain initial values of phases (φ1o + φ1e = pi) of polarized
modes and nonlinear oupling oeients (k1 < k2).
The expressions (28) and (29) are alulated under the same initial onditions but with dierent mean
photons |α1o,e|
2 = 103 in eah polarized mode. The Fig. 5 shows the evolution of varianes of all the four
Stokes parameters Sˆ0,1,2,3. It is seen that all the varianes of Stokes parameters have sub-Poissonian statistis.
After analyzing the Fig. 3-5, it is lear that the larger the mean photon numbers in degenerate polarized
modes, the more the squeezing in the varianes of all the Stokes parameter's. Moreover, the varianes of Stokes
parameters Sˆ2,3 are ≈ 0, i.e. the generation of almost Fok states.
5 Conlusion
In this paper we have investigated the problem of the generation of polarization squeezed light in PPNC with
seond order nonlinear suseptibility. In the ase of lassial and non-depleted modes at frequenies 2ωe and
4ωo, the exat solution of the Heisenberg equations of motions is obtained. The solution is exat quantum
solution showing new possibilities for the generation of polarized squeezed states of light. We have used this
solution to alulate the mean photon numbers of interating modes and varianes of Stokes parameters. It is
found that the evolution of mean photon numbers of interating modes with frequenies ωo and ωe dier with
the evolution of mean photon numbers of the same interating modes in ordinary nonlinear rystals (degenerate
parametri proess (type II)). The reasons are found, whih explain the peuliarities of degenerate parametri
down onversion (type II) in PPNCs.
Also, it is shown that all the four varianes of the Stokes parameters an be squeezed (varianes of the Stokes
parameters are smaller than the value of variane of oherent state) simultaneously. Optimal initial onditions
are found under whih the squeezing of varianes of the Stokes parameters an be obtained.
So, PPNCs an be good andidates for the generation of polarization squeezed states of light, whih an be
used for the realization of quantum information protools.
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Fig. 1 Sekth of generation of polarization squeezed light in PPNC with seond order nonlinear suseptibility.
The light waves involved are desribed by their frequenies ωo, ωe, 2ωe, 3ωe, and 4ωo.













Fig. 2 Mean photon numbers < N1o(ζ) > (1), < N1e(ζ) > (2), < N3e(ζ) > (4) with frequenies ωo, ωe, and
3ωe, respetively and < N1o,e(ζ) > (k1 = k2 = 0) (3), as funtions of the normalized interation length ζ. The
urves (1-4) are alulated orresponding to the initial photon numbers < N1o,e(0) >= 1 and < N3e(0) >= 0
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Fig. 3 Normalized varianes V0(ζ) (0) and V2(ζ) (2) of the Stokes parameters Sˆ0(ζ) and Sˆ2(ζ). Curves (0
and 2) are alulated orresponding to the initial photon numbers < N1o,e(0) >= 1 and < N3e(0) >= 0




Fig. 4 Normalized variane V1(ζ) of the Stoke's parameter Sˆ1(ζ). Curve is alulated orresponding to the
initial photon number < N1o,e(0) >= 1 and < N3e(0) >= 0
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Fig. 5 Normalized varianes V0(ζ) (0) and V1(ζ) (1), and V2(ζ) (2), of the Stokes parameters Sˆ0(ζ), Sˆ1(ζ)
and Sˆ2(ζ). Curves (0-2) are alulated orresponding to the initial photon numbers < N1o,e(0) >= 10
3
and
< N3e(0) >= 0
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